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Surf Boat Sport Advisory Group 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Date:   20 August 2015 

Venue:  Teleconference; ph – 0800452934, pin - 9612440879 

Time: 7:00pm to approx. 9pm 

Attendees:  Clayton Kellett (CK) – Eastern Region 

Steve Dixon (SD) – Central Region 

Brett Hamer (BH) – Central Region 

Mike Lord (ML), Sport Manager, SLSNZ 

Zita Talaic-Burgess (ZT), Northern Region 

Neil Watts (NW) – Southern Region 

Michael (Willy) Kindred (MK) – Southern Region 

Mark McCarthny (MM ) – Northern Region (Chair) 

Apologies:  Joel Davies (JD), National Sport Committee Rep 

Invited:  none 

 

 

Agenda: 

1. Confirm inclusion of Master into SB Series and determine minimum combined crew age 

for each gender. 

2. Surf Boat Representative Event – Venue decision required (support for a change to Mt 

on the 1st Feb – Brett, Zite, Mark, Clayton / No feedback yet – Steve, Neil, Willy) 

3. Confirm National Selectors Expressions of Interest and appointment date. 

4. Update from the NSC meeting discussion. 

5. General Business 
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1. Confirm inclusion of Master into SB Series and determine minimum combined 

crew age for each gender. 

 

Notes: 

Feedback from Michelle and Wayne on the proposed master’s events were that they 

should be included as a separate event age group and not combined.  Masters boats are 

only allowed to compete in the either the Open or Masters age groups but not both. 

The Masters boat category may have low numbers to begin with but the feeling is it 

needs to start somewhere and hopefully grow the age group like when the U23 was 

introduced. 

 

Age proposal is to set the age at 160+.  Reasoning for a higher age limit is generally 

rowers start peaking in performance around 30 so most athletes still race in opens and 

are very competitive at that level.  The SBSAG don’t want to see the number of open 

decline by adding masters age group but on the other hand they want to encourage 

masters to compete for longer in surf sports. 

 

A question was asked if this would also be included in the NZ Championships.  The 

answer from the SBSAG was that the NZ Championships already has a masters event 

and several age categories so would not be that easy to race at the same time during 

Nationals as other boat age groups.  This idea was parked for a later date and that they 

would require information from the masters about this idea and support for a change. 

 

The SBSAG questioned how the progress is going to include the Surf Boat relays into 

the NZ Championships for 2015-16 season.  This event is also to be trialled in the Surf 

Boat Series events and will be put forward to the Event Managers for those events. 

 

SBSAG endorse the Masters Age Category by included into the Surf Boat Series 

events for this season. 

 Age set at combined age of the 4 rowers to be 160+. 

 Can only compete in one age category (e.g. Masters or Open but not both) 

 

SBSAG endorse the inclusion of Surf Boat Relays into the Surf Boat Series and 

NZ Championships. 

 

 

Actions:  

 Mike to ask the SB series event managers to include the masters age groups as 

a category for their events. 

 Mike to seek feedback from the NSC about endorsement of the Surf Boat Relays 

to be added to the NZ Championships this year and seek endorsement from SB 

Series Event managers to include these also. 

 

 

2. Surf Boat Representative Event – Venue decision required 

 

Neil – Southern crews may not be able to get up again and the travel from the south 

island might be too much travelling.  Can it be run at Wellington.  Issue will be selection 

for the event.  Whangamata is the most expensive to get to around that time of year so 

wouldn’t work their either.  If Waihi cannot include it then the only option is to include 

into ERC’s.  If this is the only option and it will get it off the ground then Neil endorses 

it but still will mean that Southern may not enter a team. 

 

Willy – Supported what Neil had said around cannot make all of the events in the North 

Island. 
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Steve – If the south island cannot make it then the event still needs to go ahead some 

way and look to build from there. 

Clayton – Asked if the other representative event is rotated around the region then is it 

possible to rotate this event along side it.  The SBSAG supported this idea in principle 

and will review the event following this years event. 

Notes: 

 

SBSAG endorse the surf boat representative event to be placed on the Monday 

following ERC’s and held on the main beach with the other representative 

event. 

 

Actions: 

 Mike to inform Waihi of the endorsement from the SBSAG. 

 Mike to Inform Mt Maunganui and Tauranga City Council of the change and 

additional space required. 

 Mike to inform Mark Inglis (ERC’s event manager) of the change. 

 

 

3. Confirm National Selectors Expressions of Interest and appointment date. 

 

Notes: 

The SBSAG should shoulder tap potential selectors to apply for positions available to 

make sure we get the best applicants for the positions. 

Also to retain as much knowledge from any exiting selectors and have a hand over 

process to new selectors would be of great benefit to the consistency of the group. 

A questions was asked around if an Assistant Team Manager would be advertised.  

Answer from Mike was that this will be assessed following this year as it was 

manageable this year and we have some extra time this year between selection and 

racing. 

A question was asked should there be a selection event in the Wellington event and 

select the boats early to allow for better build up.  Mike suggested that there needs to 

be a couple of different events to see the progress crews make over this time.  There 

could be some merit in selecting the crews following the previous year’s Nationals but 

again a lot can change in 12 months. 

 

There were some other great discussions around the whole format of the NZ Test with 

SLSA and were parked for a future date to discuss as a sub group and with the inclusion 

of the selectors.  Mike added that any discussion should include SLSA as we currently 

have a MOU with them on the Trans-Tasman test and would require both parties to 

agree. 

 

Actions: 

 Wait for selectors then form a sub-committee to discuss other pathways forward 

for HP Surf Boats. 

 SBSAG to shoulder tap potential selectors to apply. 

 Mike to organise a hand over between exiting selectors and new selectors if 

required. 

 

 

 

4. Update from the NSC meeting discussion. 

 

Helmets in Surf Boat 

Helmets and Lifejackets in IRB racing 

Policies – S0004, S0005 
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5. General Business 

Talk with Wellington regarding the first events. 

Sort the surf boat event for nationals – relays. 

 

 

Meeting Closed 8:04pm 


